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~ INTRODUCTION

In April-May 1973 the Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft and the Marine Labora

tory, Aberdeen established 13 moored current meter stations in the northern Uorth

Sea (Figure 1). Lowestoft deployed current meters at positions 1-6 and Aberdeen

at stations A-G. Unfortunately, losses of rigs meant that little or no information

could be obtained from stations 4-6 or from station A. Details of the station

positions and meter record lengths are given in Table 1.

Apart fram elucidating features of current flow in this area these records are

ofadditional interest sinc~ theyclosely overlap with the JONSDAP 76 plans.

(Bolle et al 19,75). lndeed, it seems to us that several features of these data necd

to be borne in mind in the planning of not only the current measuring aspects of

JONSDAP 76, but also the chcmical and biological surveys in thc vicinity of the

main operational area. Furthermore, in due course these data will provide a very

• useful comparison with the data which will accrue from JONSDAP 76.

THE HYDROGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

(a) Along the Scotland-Denmark Section

Figure 2 shows two aspects of the vertical character of the water mass distri

bution along the Scotland-Denmark line of moored stations as the Lowcstoft stations

were laid and recovered. The most striking feature of the data is the developnent

of the thermocline by late Hay over the whole section.

(:b) At depth overthe whole northern North Sea

The salinity distribution during the period of the cxercise over the whole

of the northern North Sea is :best represented by parts of the bottom salinity

charts for May and June 1973 produced by the lCES Service Hydrographique and these

are reproduced as Figure 3. (The corresponding tempcrature charts do not have dny

pertinent features and so are not shown, while the bottom salinity distribution

for April does not, we feel, have a very satisfactory coverage of stations in

either time or space). ,We think, in fact, that the contrast :between the vottOl:!

salinity distributions in May and June, taken together with the vertical profiles
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of Figure 2, provide a reasonable indieation of the changing hydrographie situation

at all depths during the period of the eurrent measuring exereise.

For example, Figure 3(a) suggests that in May east-west salinity gradients

are present in the vieinity of stations B and C whilst all the other moorings

oceupy regions of north-south gradients. This is fairly typical of the general

situation found in this series of monthly charts, although the 35'.100/00 isohaline

lies very close to the east Orkney coast. In February it was 35 miles away, in

June (Fig. 3b) 20 miles off, and these values bound the zone in whieh it,usually
, . . . '

appears. Consequently mooring B at 20 miles off the Orkney coast lies in May in

water that is atypical of the area (35.300/00 at times) and hcnee to some extent

thc results reportcd here may not be representative of the long-term regime at that

station. However, from our assessment of the results at stations Band C and the

general meteorologieal situation during May it seems that in the second half of

that month the situation off Fair Isle and Orkney returned to "normal". Ccrtainly

by 30 l1ay, when the stations were recovered, "normal" conditions prevailed with

mooring B in mixed coastal water (35.150/00) and nooring C in higher salinity water

(35.29%0), as is depicted in the June bottom salinity chart. (Figura 3b).
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VARIABILITY In THE RESIDUAL CURRENT REGIMES'

In Figure 4 the residual eomponents of drift ealeulated from most of the

records obtained and the daily mean air pressurein the operational area have been

plotted against time. Whilst it is not possible to see the detailed changes of

trend at this scale this figure effeetively eompares the general character of the

records from station to station and provides the general meteorological background

to the exereise. It also serves as areminder of the eomplexities that are being

smoothed out in the derived data produets of later figures. All the basic data

are available for inspeetion on request.

Dooley (1974) has suggested that the fields of residual eurrents in the Fair ~

Isle-Orkneys area are confincd to very narrow zones andare vertieally uniform.

These zones moreover are not fixed geographically, and so variability in time within

and near these zones is a eonsequence not only of temporal variations in the strength

of the residual eurrents but also of spatial shifts in theareas influenced by a

given regime. He also demonstratcd the likelihood of a continuous flow of water

which passed from the area of station B through stations 1 and E and in whieh the

direction ehanged gradually from south to east-going andthen at about 10E to

northeast-going. He felt that the alignment of this residual drift regime was

governed largely by the bottom topography.

With these points in mind, 7-day mean residuals were ealeulated from the
, .

moored station data and then plotted in their true geographieal eontext. (Figure 5).

Mean winds for the same'period at Dyce airport were also calculated and plotted

in order to give an indieation of the changing meteorological situation during
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the exereise. Clearly several diserete oeeanographie "events" ean be seen in this

series of diagrams and it seems.likely thatsome of them oeeur at the sa~e ti~e as

ehanges in the loeal.wind regimes. In partieular, the very large residuals at

stations Band C on 29-30 April (29 and 20 ern/sec respeetively) oeeur at a time

when an intense depression is present to the southeast of the Shetland Isles o

(See Figures 4 and 5d.) However, this is the only time when the residual drift

regimes at stations Band C do have a great deal in eommon. Indeed, during May the

record at station B is more similar in character to those at stations 1, D, E and

F than that at station C. We see this as elear evidenee, first, of a spatial shift

in the zone of Atlantic water moving into the northwestcrn Horth Sea in the Fair

Isle-Orkney area between late April and May and, sccond, of the fact that the

residual flows at station B are part of the same regime as those found at the

stations further southo Small time-lags of the order of 1-2 days are apparent

between station B and the more souther1y stations. From this it can be inferred

that fluetuations in residual currents are assoeiated indirect1y. with macro-scale

atmospheric changes and directly with local variations of the wind-stress field

which also hasa lag of the order of 1-2 days aeross the area.

The complexity of the situation in this area is further emphasized by the fact

that whilst the presenee of the depression off Seotland on 29 April coincides with

the oeeurrenee of very high residuals at stations B and C subsequcnt similar

metcorological systems (eg Figure 4, May 1, 6 and 10 in air pressure ti~e series)

do not lead to further large inflows of Atlantic water at either of those stations.

A possible explanation of this apparent anomaly is that the first depression

produced a wind field in the region lying on the periphery of the North Sea west

of the Shetland Isles quite different from those produced by subsequent depressions,

and the meteorological-oceanographic links in that region may have an important

bearing on conditions in the vicinity of stations Band C. Similarly, meteorologi-

• cal processes outside the North Sea per ~.may aceount for the "event" around

12 May (Fig. 4) when residual current strengths at stations Band D increased

considerably without any marked change in the local weather pattern. Consequently

attempts to relate meteorologicaland oceanographic evcnts very simply and

directly are not likely, on this evidence at least, to produce very meaningful

results in this region. Similar eonclusions were reached by Howarth (1975) in his

examination of meteorologically induced currents in the Irish Sea.

Figure 5 (c-g) also suggests, incidentally, that at any particular station in

the network the residual drift.at depth is typical of conditions over the whole

water column at that station and that the regime at station 2 (a Lowestoft station)

has much more in common with the regimes found at station F (an Aberdeen station)

than it does with the Lowestoft stations 1 and 3 that lie west and cast of it

respectively. This provides in part the field inter-ealibration check that has

been found to be so important when the records from instruments from different

laboratories are being compared.
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DISCUSSION

(a) In relation to the Dooley Hypothesis

From what has gone before it i5 clear that several features of 'our relatively

long records support the general hypothesis concerning the circulation of part

of the North Sea suggested by one of uso (Dooley 1974.) In particular, we have

seen that the Fair Isle-Orkney inflow zone per ~ is relatively narrow, and that

geographically its position varies in the short term. It also appcarsthat the

influence of the inf10wing water is restricted, probab1y by its links with bottom

topography, to a relative1y small part of the north-western Uorth Sea. A corollary

to this last point that is apparent in our data is that station G appears to 1ie

in a different oceanographic regime, not only to stations B, 1 and E, but also to

thc stations lying east of 2oE. In the latter case very variable and slow-moving

(less than 1 mpd) residual drift are found and this finding agrees in principle '

with the results reportcd by DHI (1968) and Ramster !:! al., '(1973) from aHne of

stations occupied for short periods in Hay 1962 and September 1972 respectively.

(b) Relevancc to JONSDAP 76 ~

In Figure 6 wc have added to a resume of these resu1ts the proposed 1ines

of moored current meters and the main area of operations for projects INOUT and

FLEX respective1y of the JONSDAP 76 exercise. Clearly, if our asscssmcnt of the

character of thc residual drift in thc region of the April-May 1973 moorings is

correct thc FLEX box should bc clear of any influence from the re1atively narrow,

fast-flowing, Fair Is1e current. However, it must be stressed that as yet we have

no field cvidence that downstream of station D the inflow does move off castwards

parallel to the 100 m contour, apart from thc general sense of the distribution of

Caesium 137 in this area as reported by Kautsky (1973). Indeed, it is now readily

apparent that only the organization of a large-scale co-operative project like

JOUSDAP 76 can attract to the region ,the large number of self-rccording instruments

that are necded to monitor properly the spatial distribution of currents there.

Once this has been done reasonahly successfully then for the first time we shall ~

also be ahle to make satisfactory estimates of volume transport and flow entrain-

ment in the various residual'drift regimes.

(c) The links between the wind and the residual drift regime

There is some evidence in our data to support the idea that from time to time

the dissimilar residual current systems found in our operationalarea change

slibhtly in character in the same way. In Figure 7 such marginal changcs occur at

most stations at a time when the local wind regime appears to be the causal factor.

However, it is vcry evident too that the overall mean current fluctuations in this

area are of much greater magnitude and are likely to stcm from more complex inter-

'actions taking place both within and outside the North Sea. As fisherics

oceanographers we must be more concerned with thc second of these sets of fluctua

tions and with ascertaining, for examplc, the causes of thc very lar~c drift that
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occurred at station B throughout most of the measuring period since such residual

movements might well carry into the Horth Sea at p~rticular times of the year

eonsiderable numbers of fish eggs and larvae from the region north of Seotland.

In Dooley and Mackay (1975) the likelihood of sueh developments is diseussed in

more detail than is possiLle here. All in all, we feel that it is highly relevant

for Loth hindeasts and forecasts of larval recruitment to this region that an

attempt should be made soon to elarify the nature of the relationship that exists

between the residual drift and the meteorologieal regimes over the whole of the

shelf seas lying to the north and east of Scotland.
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NORWAY.

'Figurt; t U.K: moore'd currenf meter stations In the northern North .Sen
In April ~nd Hay 1973.
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Figure 2. Salinity and Temperature seebons between SeoHand and Denmark. April. und May 1973

, April 1971.
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• Table 1 • Station positions, periods of deployment and measuring depths

"
HT of

Station Latitude Longitude Depth Beter Period of
identification above measurement

bottom
no (H)

A 59° 16.91'1'1 01° 59.53'\~ 97 45 Nil
B 59° 17.15'N 01° 41.25'\,[ 79 54 Nil

18 19.4 30.5.73
c 59° 17.08'1'1 00° 59.50'W 124 68 19.4 30.5~73

- D 58° 00~80'N 00° 58.17'E 146 110 20.4 31.5.73
37 20.4 31.5.73

E 57° 45.12'N 00° 59.80'E 102 50 20.4 6.5.73

F 57° 29.28'1'1 01° oo.67'E 95 65 20.4 31.5.73

5 20.4 31.5.73
G 56° 58.50'N 01° 02.00'E 92 48 21.4 6.5.73
I 57° 37.50'1'1 00° 07.00 '\1 - 106 84 4.4 27.5.73

60 4.4 27.5.73
12 4.4 22.4.73

2 57° 15.00'1'1 00° 59.00'E 93 73 4.4 21.5.73
50 4.4 17.5.73
12 Nil

• 3 57° 25.00'1'1 02° 34.00'E 79 59 Nil
12 4.4 15.5.73

4 57° 17.00'N 04° 16.00'E 66 12 (
12.4.73(3.4

(1.5 26.5.73


